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In a sleepless effort to push its toxic disinformation on Tibet the Chinese authorities regularly re-
write not only historical facts but display a degree of delusion which psychiatrists would advise
requires immediate medication. The self-deception and denial which characterizes its claims on
Tibet has reached such a stage that dictator Xin Jinping and his politbureau comrades are
beginning to confuse their cynical falsehoods as factual representations.

Take a headline in today’s Global Times (a mouthpiece for China’s regime, which postures as an
independent media outlet) which announced that the Tibetan capital, Lhasa headed a list of what
it described as “China’s (sic) safest cities”.
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How has this claimed condition been achieved? Well to examine that spurious and engineered
claim we need look no further than comments made by a Mr Wang Liang, described as a senior
official of Lhasa Public Security Bureau. Who’s reported to have announced, no doubt with some
pride, that: ‘Lhasa has enhanced people’s sense of security through innovative social governance’.

Now there’s a phrase that ranks as euphemism of the year!

Lhasa like the rest of occupied Tibet is not ‘safe’ but effectively under martial law by a foreign
occupier and the ‘crime’ featured in the report is coded language for any sign of Tibetan dissent
against Chinese rule. This reality is even hinted at within the article which discloses that there are
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over 100 ‘police service stations’ in the city. Although it chooses not to mention in addition the
24/7 ‘security’ monitoring, torture centers and forced labor camps within the Lhasa area!
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So let’s expose this delusional and fallacious report for what it is.

It’s like a psychopath holding a gun to the head of someone and warning them to shut the hell up,
while announcing to the cops that his diligent action had pacified the hostage!
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